
The OTHER SIDE OF TRUTH
WEEK 2, LESSON 1 
LI:  I can retell a dramatic moment from a story  



SC: I have juxtaposed speech and action 
SC: I have used 3rd person perspective 
SC: I have used past tense 



Chapter 9 recap…



We’ll be finding out what 
happened next in today’s 

lesson!



“They stood there shivering beneath the lifeless 
branches of a bare tree while the chilly afternoon air 
wound long shadowy fingers around them.”. 

What imagery comes to mind in this description and 
what effect does this have on the reader



Now we will read from “I can’t walk 
anymore” on page 82 up till page 84 “what 

kind of place had they come to?”  









Let’s digest what has just happened! 



wHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THESE LOSSES?



Today, you will be 
retelling the alleyway 

encounter and bag 
snatch.

LI:  I can retell a dramatic moment from a story 



A key success criteria we will practice 
together first is how to juxtapose* 

speech and action to create a sense of 
drama and tension. 

* To juxtapose means to place 
(different) things side by side. 

* In this case, to combine what 
the characters said with what 
they did physically, to create 
interesting drama. 

LI:  I can retell a dramatic moment from a story 



“Femi please - ” Sade began. She broke off in horror as 
a shape rose up from the deeper shadows of the alley. 

Juxtaposing speech and action: example one

SPEECH ACTION

LI:  I can retell a dramatic moment from a story 



“Clear off!” growled the man roughly, then 
lunged toward the children and grabbed their 
brown holdall.  

Juxtaposing speech and action: example two

SPEECH ACTION



What might each character say at various points?

Build up to attack Bag snatch Afterwards

Sade (speech)

Femi (speech)

“What shall we do Sade?” Femi 
questioned fearfully.

Man in alleyway 
(speech)

“NO! It’s all we 
have!” Sade retorted.  

“Let’s try going in there” suggested 
Sade, “it says it’s open till 11pm.”

“Whar you kids doin’ 
here?!” growled a 

voice in the shadows .  



Action phrases

Build up to attack Bag snatch Afterwards

Sade (action)

Femi (action)

Man in alleyway 
(action)

He sprang wildly to his feet… 

Femi darted back in fright… 

Sade recoiled, her heart pounding. 

Panting frantically, Femi 
followed his sister towards a 

brightly lit shop front.  



Using the table prompts to help you, write a paragraph 
retelling the alleyway encounter. 

SC: I have juxtaposed speech and action 
SC: I have used 3rd person perspective 
SC: I have used past tense 

LI:  I can retell a dramatic moment from a story 



CLASS BOOK: 
Finish reading chapter 10 and 

complete chapter 11. 





















End


